TEMPORARY CLOSURE
TO ALL NINJADRY CUSTOMERS - AN UPDATE STATEMENT FROM OUR
MANAGING DIRECTOR ON THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
24 MARCH 2020
It is with a heavy heart that we have made the decision to temporarily close down
Ninjadry as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic.
We have not had any particular issues within our business with Covid-19, and we have
been following very stringent washing and cleaning procedures. However we are fully
behind the government’s efforts to “stay at home, and stay safe” if possible, and to
practise “social distancing”. For that reason we are temporarily closing our doors.
Our customers have been extremely loyal to us and like many other small businesses
we are devastated to temporarily suspend our operations after so much hard work and
effort. But the overriding concern for us is the well being of our committed team and
loyal customers.
So, any current orders that have already been collected will be processed and
delivered, but no new orders will be accepted with immediate effect.
We have been actively considering ways that Ninjadry may be able to assist with the
current situation, if we can do so safely. We may be able to provide our services to
those in isolation who need help, or to those in front line services. We are speaking to
the authorities about this.
We are also looking at possibly re-purposing our systems to provide delivery of
essential goods from local shops and medicines from pharmacies. We will keep you
posted on any further developments.

We hope this nightmare will be over as quickly as possible. When it is over, Ninjadry
will be back in action, bolder and better than ever. And we hope you will be too.
Until then, and unless it's essential, we and you should stay at home, follow the official
guidance, and protect the NHS. Together we will save lives.
Best wishes
Louise
Managing Director
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